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The Monthly Cattle Market Newsletter of 3R Livestock

MONTHLY SUMMARY
EYCI Open: $494c (Low $452.5c)
EYCI Close: $496.75c (High $507c)
Liveweight EYCI: $273c
Monthly Movement: $2.75c (Up 0.5%)
Feeder Yearling Steer: $292.6c (Up 4.6%)
Medium Cow: $193.3c (Down 1.7%)

EASTERN YOUNG CATTLE INDICATOR
The Eastern Young Cattle Indicator (EYCI) is a weighted average of 24 young cattle types recorded from
26 saleyards across Australia's Eastern Seaboard (QLD, NSW & Vic). The EYCI is a carcase weight
equivalent number calculated using a 55% yield of liveweight.

Despite a relatively subdued range in opening & closing values across all categories the month of April was again
subject to volatility. The rain driven upward momentum established in the later half of March quickly ran out of fuel
as much of Eastern Australia waited nervously for the next weather system to present. This drove cattle yardings
strongly higher to a peak of 82,800 head for the week ended 11 April, a 2019 high. Young cattle contributed
significantly to these numbers with EYCI included cattle just under 24,000 head, of which Roma recorded a huge
draft from the NT. Roma has emerged a leading barometer of the market as drought affected Producers seek to
meet those fortunate to have received the first QLD rain system.
When follow up rain event did present in late March across a good portion of QLD the market response was swift.
This rain, and the prospects of coming systems, immediately stemmed the market falls and again turned the
market to the upside. In the final week of April the EYCI rose 10% to finish marginally short of the $500c level.
April slaughter numbers are difficult to assess with the impact of the Easter break however it is evident that
Restockers are cautiously reentering the market albeit still presented with a favourable supply & demand
scenario. 90CL export prices remain very solid and many Processors continue to stack cows away for the months
ahead when supply may be tighter.
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JAPANESE MARKET OVERVIEW
Most Australian Producers will be aware of the importance of the Japanese export market for Australian beef. As the
USA beef system battles with record production the Japanese market has become a battle ground as both countries
vie for valuable market share. Below we look at some key attributes of the Japanese market, now & into the future.
Pioneered in the 1970's, Japan now consistently ranks as Australia's #1 beef export market on the metrics of both
volume & value. In 2018 Australia shipped 29% of beef exports to Japan totalling $2.1B in value (27% of total export
value). Australia's share of the Japanese imported beef market has maintained above 50%. Across all specifications
an average per kg value of $6.89 AUD ranked Japan behind comparable North Asian markets of China & Korea
however volume to both markets was approximately 50% below Japan.
The 2019 year to date is presenting an interesting scenario with strong volume increases to both Chian & Korea of
40% & 14% respectively. Whilst Japanese export volume remains firm the increased competition for Australian beef
in the region has driven average value per kg to $7.38 AUD, China continues to increase purchase pricing now
averaging $7.90 across the 2019 Fiscal Year. With the USA continuing slow & tense trade negotiations with China
demand for Australian product is anticipated to remain firm. China is also experiencing a significant reduction of
domestic protein supply as African Swine Fever continues to decimate domestic pork production. Pork is the most
consumed meat in China with 70% on total consumption therefore leaving a significant deficit. Unlike recent trends
in our country meat consumption in China continues to grow sharply underpinning demand for Australian beef and
ensuring rival markets are required to pay more for supply.
Whilst high quality grain fed beef is synonymous with Japan, Australian exports expand a diverse specification. In
2018 40% of exports were chilled (higher quality), with the balance frozen, whilst 52% of exports were grass fed with
the balance grain fed. This dissection illustrates the changing Japanese diet as western style burgers and steaking
cuts growing in popularity with younger generations. The growth of chilled grass fed to the USA is well publicised
however the emergence of demand for this product in Japan equates for above 50% of the USA market volumes, a
positive factor in the continued growth in demand & market competition for quality Australian grass fed beef.
There is little doubt Japan remains a critical component of the Australian beef export landscape into the future
however, as previously mentioned, it is also a market where competition has risen recently. In January 2015 Prime
Minister Abbott finalised the Japan-Australia Economic Partnership Agreement (JAEPA). This landmark deal was
immensely favourable to Australian beef producers setting course for tariff reduction from 38.5% to 19.5% - 23.5%
(frozen/chilled) by 2030 including an 8% immediate reduction. In December 2018 CPTTP (TPP excluding USA)
replaced JAEPA further reaffirming the tariff advantage enjoyed by Australia. Today Australian beef benefits from a
tariff advantage of >12% over primary rival, USA. As Japanese Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, visits Washington this
week no doubt the pressure of American Producers is being felt by President Trump.
While Japan has long been the jewel in Australia's export crown Australian beef is now competing more than ever
with surrounding countries for market share. Australian beef is highly regarded for it's quality. The Japanese have
long demanded quality beef and this is now being mirrored by the demands of their surrounding, less mature
neighbouring markets. These markets are underpinning Australia's feedlot sector while concurrently demand for
grass fed beef grows. There is no foreseeable limit to the upside of volume growth into this region, a tremendous
outlook for Australian producers & perhaps the long awaited Asian century is now upon us.
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